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EDIT: pardon the poorly parsed post title, though potent + let them know we'll keep this

boat afloat till midnight in Hawaii (according to what [] watch, Jim?)

Proof: https://jim-flannery.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/reddit.jpg

Going for a walk, will begin answering questions upon return, and, yes, the same [ ] from

Trump's skating rink and Lafayette Square will be the one answering them.

Naturally, this will be our/my first time partaking in such activities, but, it seems wise in

order to prepare for the role.

For more about "our" and "my," please refer to the teachings of more than one [ ] voice

hearer(s).

Thanks, Josh, for the title. Sorry for blowing up your spot in LB.

Plus, a special thanks to our friends at the N.S.A. who would never be mistaken for Secret

Service, of course, for taking President's Day off, though, if that's true, who the [ ] is

protecting....

0





Posted by u/iamjimflannery 2 days ago

In honor of President's Day, introducing, high as the balls on a
giraffe (in Massachusetts), your next President of these United
States: Jim Flannery. AMA, though, please also tell me something
you would want the next President to know.

Sorry, this post was removed by Reddit's spam filters.

Reddit's automated bots frequently filter posts it thinks might be spam.
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Sort By: Best |

EDIT TWO: That is two, []

EDIT 3: https://v2v9u4i3.stackpathcdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/reddit.jpg

EDIT YOURSELF (is this what they meant by "proof"?): https://v2v9u4i3.stackpathcdn.com

/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/reddit.jpg

 13 Comments  Share 

Comment as iamjimflannery

Search comments

uberguby · 2 days ago

I'm confused, you're running for president?

2  Reply Share  

iamjimflannery OP · 2 days ago

Why wouldn't I/we be?

1  Reply Share  

uberguby · 2 days ago

I had a hard time parsing the post title, I assume that's a yes.

Why are you running for president? Do you think you'll win? Are you running

with a party? Do you care if you win or do you want to steer the conversation in

a direction.

And I would want the next president to know that if a cure for ADHD were found,

What are your thoughts?

           Markdown Mode
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there would suddenly be millions of Americans, previously underachievers, who

would become industrious workers. I'm not saying a cure will be found in our

lifetime, I'm saying there are people who who are underachieving, and it's not as

simple as laziness. There are psychiatrically understood reasons why people

underperform in the work place, and the idea that some people just don't want

to work hard is becoming outdated.

The demands on the american worker and commercial and enterprise

technology have been trending towards a work environment that is increasingly

hostile to people with ADHD. The more hostile it becomes, the more people are

going to be diagnosed with ADHD. We're creating an environment that is built to

demotivate workers, and if something isn't done, there's going to be a labor

crisis of motivation which our leaders won't know how to talk about, because it's

a completely different paradigm from the sort which are held by the type of

personalities that are called to win elections and lead.

That's what I would say if I had the ear of the American President. But I would

take more time to say it more clearly, it's just I'm at work right now.

2  Reply Share  

iamjimflannery OP · 2 days ago

Why are you running for president?

"Why not?" could be a snarky, yet fair answer. Linking to essentially the same

question from an episode of my/our telenovela may be thorough as [ ].

Somewhere, there is an answer in the middle between these two versions of

an answer, though, maybe there isn't, the answer may lie somewhere on the

outside. If that reply doesn't remind you of a song lyric, which song aren't

you listening to right now?

Do you think you'll win?

If I say I think I'll win, or that we think we'll win, then I or we could risk

expressing what may be interpreted as a delusion. Ironically, the 'we' being

referred to could be, who knows? Bullshit answer? What if I were to say that

I/we know with 100% certainty that I/we are going to win, because it's a

rigged game?

Are you running with a party?

Negative.

Do you care if you win or
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(please excuse that your leading question - whether intentional or not - is being

addressed as two separate questions, and, worse yet, I/we'll answer the former

one with yet another question)

How could one not care if they win or not?

do you want to steer the conversation in a direction.

This is a bloody interesting one, mate. As you may or may not be aware, part

of this niggas policies, is to veto 100% of bills, thus, one might thinking that

they are a lame duck ass President and their only role could possibly be to

exist to steer the conversation. That's not necessarily, the case, however,

though, as we'll mention soon, you are the one steering the conversation (in

fact, they already did, Jim) simply by having the courage to step up to the

digital circus here, and ask a question that would somehow induce me/us to

answer in a way that somehow steers the conversations ourself(ves). (Nope,

not machine elves, nigga, nor ChatGPT right here and now)

i suppose, simply by not replying in any way to what you shared after this

question, i may or may not be steering it, yet I/we can't resist asking you the

question: "What is ADHD, nigga?"

1  Reply Share  

CenoteGod · 2 days ago

Hi Jim(s), I hope you’re all doing well. Finding an email from you in my inbox is always a

treat; over the past year your content has been unpredictable but interesting

nonetheless. I’m curious, though, as to what you’ve been up to? Stay safe out there,

Your friend from PL

1  Reply Share  

iamjimflannery OP · 2 days ago

I’m curious, though, as to what you’ve been up to?

Let's treat that as a question.

What haven't we been up to?

Certainly not bypassing the FEC in any way shape or form by raising money for Irish

Golf anymore than we're sending condolences by selling the only remaining Artifact

from the Buttonwood Saga (wtf?).
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And, of course, dope name, nigga.

Who said we we're friends mother[], you think we can just be passing this shit along

on the internets for nothing less than to catch the realest [] alive using the word

shit in a sentence without clicking Reply or fixing anything else?

1  Reply Share  

iamjimflannery OP · 2 days ago

I suppose to be safe I should at least pretend to have forgotten to include the

saddest ever variation of "Jim Flannery for President" since it's the most impossible

thing for any nugnug to vocalize, apparently: https://jim-flannery.com/for-

president/

You got us there, PL.

Then again, who in PL doesn't know?

1  Reply Share  

iamjimflannery OP · 2 days ago

"that's safe but never careful, nigga" - PL

1  Reply Share  

iamjimflannery OP · 2 days ago

"how many keys you got?"

"How many do we need, friend?"

1  Reply Share  

directedbyJOMA · 2 days ago

hey Jim,

I remember years ago you did this talk at MIT Spark. Really enjoyed that.

What have you been up to these days?

1  Reply Share  

iamjimflannery OP · 2 days ago

First and foremost, thank you for letting us know it wasn't a waste of your time.
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(seriously? assuming that based on them "really " enjoying something? why NOT?)

What have you been up to these days?

Let's assume this isn't a copycat question from an earlier poster intentionally

testing our integrity right now.

No, it's clearly not Larry David, Jim, we already cleared that up with our friends at

the NSA earlier (what, no mention?)

The lame fucking answer, Jim, "what haven't we been up to these days"?

WITHOUT mentioning Tom Fucking Hanks, Jim, because of our friends at the NSA.

Even if we say "don't leave the seat up or do leave the seat up" - yep, that's what

we've been doing, then. We've been contemplating that question, since, of course,

we're not the fucking devil either. Neither? Neither, neither, fucking, neither.

The brackets, Jim.

Censorship? Shouldn't we not use should when we say "shouldn't we leave that to

reddit or the moderators or - or???

Who can't we trust right now, Jim?

The dude typing on the keyboard?

No, Jim, the [] in the other room.

really?

don't even.

With that kind of grammar?

Why don't you just mention that we co-authored a screenplay recently and leave it

at that without even considering that reddit and/or their moderators, Jim, simply

will not allow our screenplay title to be displayed on their precious [] website even

if, and only if(?), it's marked NSFW.

nigga, you did not

don't act like you didn't too

1  Reply Share  

aethervagrant · 2 days ago

you schizophrenic dog? that shit read like my tweaker mother in law wrote in. its

cool to be lazy with punctuation when we all be busy (see?) but parsing your

meaning is difficult and you come off ass completely disorganized thinking
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What's "schizophrenic"?

OR

"dude, who the []?"

OR

"What does "schizophrenic" mean to you"?

OR

"What made you believe that word meant what you believe it means to you"?

OR

....

some edits - what are you bored, []? reddit?

some edits - "tweaker"
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